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UNF

T'he nPw UNF nrand r1,e"lsacw and loo
symbolize d comrri tmrnt to st.JdPr> t c; t 1c;
a bod departure in o ... r look We, n
fv1arKet1'1q ,:ind Publicat ons, a re here •o
helo you c hdr � your COU''">e and dpoly t ► e
new "ltandards +o eve rvtri,nq you r,r1nt.

Implementing
the brand

The Marketing and Publicat ons de 1gn earn
develops an 1nspinng variety of projects on
this campus. We produce business cards, letterheads, envelopes, notepads, 1nvi a ions,
nevv.iletters, magazines, posters, mouse pads,
T-shirts, annual reports, catdlogs, logos, CD
covers, DVD covers and books. Our pr ce
structure Is based on recovering the cost of
our supplies. It's much lower than the industry standard.

We can help you clanfy, communicate and
develop solutions. Come to us 1r the beg 1nning stages of your project. Let us help you
navigate the project to ensure cors1stent
messaging, brand adherance and creativity
with an eye for he bottom line We are
experts with more han 50 years of combined experience. Some of us even
reIne1 ber the Ed Sullivan Show

No one like you.
No place like this.

Please contact us We can help d fine the
problem, do the research, develop prototypes and produce success. We are your
campus des,gn and pre-press experts
Call 620-2189 and make an appointment
today I
On the next few pages you'll meet the
talented staff who handle your phone and
e-mail questions and requests, greet you
when you v1s1t our offices and work on
your orders.
Of course, 1f you have the budget, we
recommend you discuss with us how to
best use our agency of record. Visit their
website at
http://www androbinson com

Mary Ann Rosenthal
Assistant Director of
Marketing and
Pubhcat1ons
and Graphic
Designer
... enjoys
traveling,
collecting
and selling
antiques,
photography
and cooking
with herbs.

The thought put into
the concept and time
allotted to planning
your proJects makes for
better results.
do the
research, brainstorm
for
a good concept and
plan and execute
it well

Vernon Payne

Graphic Designer
and Illustrator
. .. en1oys
painting.
The works of
Michelangelo and
Thomas Blackshear
are both powerful
influences that
help to shape
his outlook.

I arran ge elements and
text usrrg ar array of
design techn ques to
produce professional,
printed results My Job
is to engage the viewer
and deliver the message

Teresa St. John
Senior Artist and
Publication
Production
Specialist
.. . enjoys
going to

the beach
with Carly
(pictured)

I work on var ou
proiects for Universi ty
clients including the
Undergraduate and
Graduate Catalogs,
Transfer Students
Counse 1 ng Manual,
newsletters, even
programs, booklets,
charts, graphs, and
diagrams I enjoy
producing
quality
documents

Katerina Turner
Senior Artist and
Publication
Production
Specialist

... enjoys
playing pool on
two leagues and
looking at the

clouds with

her son.
Colin.

Themost important
hing that do 1s o
r ake the custor er feel
w lcome. I 1s important
to talk w1tl the campus
client and have them
relay their ideas so that
they end up with project

results they are happy

wth.
Design. like b lliards.
1s a wonderful way
to stretch your

for the print

creative mind

needs of the
University

and to master

problem- solving

skills

Marketing & Publications Price List (9/05}
Page composition rate - - - - - - - - - - $ 1 o per page

Conversion of photo files --(golor/grayscale photo)--$3 each

Clip Art Illustration

$10 per Illustration

Correction of photo files

----------$7 each file

Illustration (hand-drawn)

$25 per Illustration

Conversion of files (PDF}

$2 each file

Conversion of files (text)

$3 per text file

up to 1o pages (each additional $1)

$7 per page per draft

OCR first page - - - - - - - - - $ 7 (each additional $2)

Author's alterations
Rush charge (less than 2 days)

$20 rush charge

CD burning

Rush charge (less than 24 hours}

$ 40 rush charge

Large format prints--20 x 24 black & white - - - $ 1 8 each

$2 each
laminated-----$22

B&W comp/Proof - - - - 8.Sx11 (Limit 10 copies) -$1 each
11x17 (Limit 10 copies}

Large format prints --20 x 24 color

--$2 each

laminated
Lamination - - - - 8.5 x 11

Color comp/proof8.5x11 (Limit 10 copies}--$1.50 each

each

$22 each
$26 each

$ 2 each

11x17

$3each

11x17 (Limit 10 copies) - - $ 3 each

16 x 20

$4 each

S c a n s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $ 4 each

20 x 24

$6 each
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Integrated Marketing Team
prepares image survey

-

S

Based on chis research, a recommendation
communications plans chat incorporate che
o what do people really think about
will
be
made
to
Delaney
on
the
branding
new branding iniciacive.
UNF? What's our image?What are
concept
best-suited
to
UNF.
Once adopted, the branding program
our perceived strengths and
will
be applied to advertising, publications,
The
agency
then
will
work
with
weaknesses'
merchandise,
direct mail and Web pages to
University
Marketing
and
Publications
on
a
These and other questions will be asked in
new
visual
identity
system
and
work
with
create
a
more
unified image of che
the first comprehensive image assessment to be
individual
units
to
prepare
marketing
and
University.
done at UNF. It is being commissioned by the
UNF Integrated Marketing Team.
The survey will be handled by the
Public Opinion Research Labat
the Florida Center for Public
Policy and Leadership at UNF.
The goal of the survey is to
obtain quantifiable data on how
UNF is perceived among a variety
f UNF ever makes a recruiting video to entice potential employees to campus, new Books core
of target groups, ranging from
manager Steve Moreau would be an ideal candidate for a scarring role in the production. Moreau,
freshmen to alumni to donors.
who worked at the University of Florida's bookstore
The survey will cover
for 32 years, can't say enough good things about UNF.
Northeast Florida and substan"I really fell in love with the campus," Moreau said of
tial portions of Central Florida.
his initial visit ro the University in early December.
The results will be used in
"Everybody was so nice."
identifying perceived strengths
At that rime, Moreau's assignment was ro oversee the
and weaknesses that will guide
operations of the Bookstore until a permanent manager
the Integrated Marketing Team
was hired co replace Jeremy Johnson.
in developing a branding initiaThe permanent manager turned out co be Moreau,
tive. The survey also will create
who said he was perfectly content at UF and didn't have
benchmarks against which
any intention of applying for
future progress can be meaanother job. Thar quickly
sured.
changed afrer Moreau discov"This is a
The survey also will be a
ered how much he enjoyed
great bookstore UNF. Afrer his second week
rool that the University's
with great
agency of record can use in
here, Moreau's wife, Valerie,
developing marketing and brandrold him, "You just seem so
employees.
ing programs. The Integrated
happy."
I have felt
Marketing Team is involved in
Moreau, 51, the assiswelcome
negotiations to select an agency
tant manager ofUF's booksince day one." store for the last 10 years,
of record char will nor only assist
STEVE
in the implementation of a
looks forward co the responsiMOREAU
branding program, but will be
bilities of running his own
Steve Moreau
available to individual units to
operation.
assist in specific marketing pro"This is a great booksrore with great employees," Moreau said. "I have felt welcome since day one."
grams.
Moreau said part of his management style is co have an open-door policy. He encourages students, faculty
The Integrated Marketing
and staff to stop by his office to speak with him about anything related co the Bookstore.
Team is expected to make a rec"I am impressed with his strong desire co be here," said Sharon Futch, the Bookstore's general merchanommendation ro President John
dise manager. "Steve is perfect for us going forward as a team."
Delaney by May. The selected
The Bookstore has about 25 part-time student employees and nine full-time staff members.
agency will begin its work at
The Moreaus have a son, Jason, who is 26, and two daughters, Stefanie, 23, and Danielle, 15.
the start of the next fiscal year.
Danielle is attracting attention from colleges for her prowess as a high school softball player, Moreau
The timetable calls for the
said.
agency ro develop a series of
For the rime being, Moreau lives in an extended-stay motel during the week and goes home to
branding concepts char will be
Gainesville on weekends. Moreau is employed by Follett Higher Education Group. The company
rested with a variety of target
operates nearly 700 bookstores throughout the United States.
audiences through focus groups.

Bookstore manager
dravvn to UNF after visit

I
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UNF selects agency of record

U

how serious the University is about accurately
internal focus group for faculty and staff also
NF President John Delaney has
will be conducted by the agency.
capturing the brand. Our approach, which
accepted the recommendation of the
combines traditional branding techniques and
Based on these focus groups, the agency
Integrated Marketing Team to name
disciplines with reputation management, is
will recommend one branding concept to the
the Jacksonville public relations firm of Husk
Integrated Marketing Team . The team then
ideally suited to marketing an institution of
Jennings Galloway + Robinson as the
will make a final recommendation to Delaney
higher learning. We appreciate the opportunity
University's agency of record.
ro work with UNF."
by the end of the year.
The agency will assist UNF in its brandOnce a brand has been adopted, the
Under the project timetable, HJG+R will
ing initiative and integrated marketing proimmediately begin to develop in more detail
agency will develop a new visual identity sysgram, as well as being available to assist inditem and brand identity program for the
three broad branding concepts previously
vidual units with creative projects.
University. This system will include guideThe Integrated Marketing Team reclines for everything from publications,
ommended the firm following an extensive
advertising, Web pages and merchandise, to
invitation to negotiate process. The ITN
business cards and letterhead.
Working Group, led by Lance Taylor and
With the new brand and visual identiVince Smyth, solicited proposals from
ty system, the agency will begin to work
more than two dozen firms. Proposals
with the Integrated Marketing Team to
were received from five companies, and
develop an internal "buy-in" program
three were ultimately selected to make predesigned to explain the brand to the
sentations to the Integrated Marketing
University community. The agency will
Team on April 23.
work with individual units on campus,
Following the presentations, members
including each of the colleges, ro incorpoof the ITN Working Group ranked the
rate the brand into their publications
proposals on such factors as agency experiand advertising.
ence, cost, creativity, agency references and
It is expected that the preparation
partnership opportunities. Afi:er vendor
phase of the project will be concluded by
responses to additional questions, the ITN
June. The following fiscal year, the agency
group requested additional negotiations
will assist the University by devising a rollwith HJG+R. Following negotiations, the
Gary Husk, Melanie (Jennings) Husk,
out campaign for the new brand.
ITN Working Group recommended the
Del Galloway + Tom Robinson
The agency's role on campus,
Jacksonville company to the full Integrated
however, will not be limited to brand
Marketing Team.
development. The intent of the agency of
recommended by the Integrated Marketing
In making his recommendation, Taylor
Team. These concepts were selected from seven
record designation is to offer the agency's sersaid, "Of the firms that responded ro the
vices to the University community on a longconcepts developed by the team and tested in a
University's invitation and made presentations
survey of students, staff and faculty.
term basis. University Marketing &
to the ITN Working Group, HJG+R stood
Once more fully developed, these brand
Publications will join with HJG +R to offer a
out. Not only were they able to convey their
designs will be submitted to a series of focus
depth of services not previously available to
considerable capabilities, they were able to
individual units. Publication and
express to the Working Group
their deep desire ro become a part- "Of the firms that responded to the University's invi- advertising design, Web developtation and made presentations to the ITN Working ment, and photography and video
ner with the University."
Smyth added that he felt
Group, HJG+R stood out. Not only were they able to services are some of the examples
HJG+R focused on what it could convey their considerable capabilities, they were able of assistance that will be available
do for UNF and how it wanted to to express to the Working Group their deep desire to under the agreement.
With formal brand
work in conjunction with the inibecome a partner with the University "
•
approval, expected in January,
tiative.
LANCE TAYLOR
University units may use outside
"Many of us that read their
agencies other than HJG +R for
submissions and attended their
creative services, but only under specific
presentation felt that we could develop a strong groups representing important target audiences
circumstances and with the approval of
for the University. These audiences include stupartnership with this firm," he said.
dents and prospective students; parents of colthe Visual Identity Standards Committee
HJG+R partner Tom Robinson, who
lege-age students and alumni; and business
that will oversee brand implementation
made the presentation on behalf of the agency,
leaders, media executives and donors. An
said, "The rigor of the selection process shows
throughout the University.
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IMT approves applications for
marketing match funding

he marketing plans of seven UNF
units received a boost recently when
the Integrated Marketing Team
approved their applications for Marketing
Match funding.
The Marketing March program is a new
JMT initiative chis year designed ro assist individual units with marketing projects while at
the same time helping co build the UNF brand .
Units interested in che program were asked
co complete an application packer chat included
background about che project, target audience,
vendor estimates, manner of assessment and
inclusion in a marketing plan. IMT members
reviewed and evaluated applications at their
August meeting. Each applying unit was eligible for up ro $5,000 on a 50-50 marching basis.
The following projects were approved:
ADMISSIONS - Requested matching
funds co its Diversity Prism project. The project is designed ro attract a diverse palette of
students by delivering a cargeced message. The
L4-panel pop-up polyhedron will be distributed with Admissions materials, via mail,
displayed on guidance counselor's desks and at
college recruitment fairs. The Web address
shown on the prism will direct prospective
students co a specialized area on the UNF
Web sire chat will allow cracking and enable
better management of diversity and mulciculcural recruitment efforts.
ATHLETICS - Requested marching funds
for its JTA bus wrap program. The project
involves wrapping a JTA bus with a translucent ad promoting season ticket sales for UNF
Athletics. The six-month program also features
distribution of game rickets co passengers co
enhance attendance at UNF games.
BROOKS COLLEGE OF HEALTH Requested marching funds co help revise the
col lege's Web sire co promote the University's
brand while further raising the awareness of the
college's new name and identity. The sire will
also provide information on new funding
resources, the nursing flagship program and
new scholarships.
CAREER SERVICES - Requested marching funds co assist with its marketing and outreach activities char target students, faculty,
ad miniscracors, employers and alumni in order
ro increase awareness of programs and resources

available. Specifically the funding will be used
co offset printing coses for a student brochure,
a cooperative education brochure and an
employer brochure.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND
HUMAN SERVICES - Requested marching
funds ro assist in the coses of producing a
recruitment video. The central theme of the
video will be illustrating how UNF and its
commitment co a highly individualized education can work for education students . The
video will be used in a variety of ways including use at recruitment events, shown at public
and private schools and sent co prospective
students on CDs.
THEGRADUATESCHOOLRequesced marching funds co assist in che
production of a new graduate viewbook. The
publication will be a comprehensive marketing
and admissions piece for prospective students
who are interested in attending graduate
school. le will describe the academic programs,
services and amenities of the Graduate School,
and its five academic colleges. The viewbook
will be the cornerscone piece of a brand awareness campaign for che Graduate School.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT - Requested
marching funds co help produce an interactive
recruiting and promotion CD which showcases
che UNF campus through video and audio as
well as providing important information about
the Music Department. The initial distribution
of the CD will occur at the annual Florida
Music Education Association conference. The
CD will also be mailed co area educacors and
will be linked co the video cour on che Music
Department's Website.
Each of che units awarded M&M funding
will submit final designs co Marketing and
Publications co assure their projects comply
with Visual Identity Standards and are consistent with the University's branding program.
Ac the completion of the project, each unit will
be required co submit a final report co the IMT
outlining the success of che project.
The IMT will consider additional applications for M&M funding at its 0cc. 9 meeting.
The application deadline is Oct. 2. Additional
information and applications can be found on
the IMT Webpage at http://www.unf.edu/
developmenc/news/imc/.

Reaction to the Integrated
Marketing Team's Marketing
Match Program
"On behalf of the Brooks College of
Health Dean Chally and I would like co
say how excited we are about the opportunity co work with Tom Robinson, a
professional, skilled in marketing as well
as in Website construction co totally
revamp our College's Website. We
believe our new Website will help further the branding initiative of che
University as well as spotlight the
Brooks College and the great programs
we have. All of chis is happening because
of the IMT Marketing March program,
and we are very proud co be one of che
first recipients."
Lucy Trice - Brooks College of Health
"The Marketing March dollars program has allowed us co double our exposure both in duration and location here
in the local Jacksonville market, and is a
crucial component of our marketing
plan. This is our first year utilizing chis
M&M dollars program, but we fully
expect co maximize our reach with our
available resources."
Elliot Darkatsh - Athletics
"Without the IMT march program we
would nor have been able co succeed with
our project and improve the recruitment
and visibility of our department."
Michael Bovenzi - Music
"One of the biggest challenges we
have in Career Services is informing UNF
students and ocher members of the UNF
community about the career development and placement services chat we
offer co help students be successful after
graduation. The M&M funding will
really help us increase our outreach and
marketing efforts co all of our constituents including students, facu lty,
adminiscracors, alumni, and employers."
Rick Roberts - Career Services.
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Survey shovvs positive, but undefined
opinion of UNF

A

comprehensive public opinion
survey commissioned by the
UNF Integrated Marketing Team
shows a generally positive but undefined
attitude toward rhe University.
The survey was completed by the
UNF Public Opinion Research Lab over
severa l monrhs this summer and rargeted a
number of specific audiences in metro
areas surrounding Jackso nville and
Daycona. Responses from more than 2,300
individuals were received for the survey.
Matt Corrigan, clireccor of the research
lab, said the study shows rhat the
Jackso nville community thinks well of the
University. "The challenge for the future
is to provide the community and prospective scucle ncs with more specific information about che University and its many
successes," he said.
The survey showed that while UNF is
no longer a ·'well-kept secret" - at least in
che Jacksonville mecropoliran area - it is
largely unknown outside the area. In the
four-county Jacksonville area about 70 percent of respondents said they were very or
somew hat familiar with UNF. However,
only about 22 percent answered similarly
in the three-counry Daycona area.
Those who are familiar with UNF
ge nerally have a favorable impression of
the University, according co the survey.
More than three-quarters of respondents in
the Jackson vi lie area had a very or somewhat favorable impression of the
University. Only abour 4 percent had a
very or somewhat unfavorable opinion of
UNF. That percenrage increased ro 8 percenr among students who were accepted
but did not attend UNF, the highest negative racing to chat question among all target groups.
When asked co use one word co
describe UNF, nearly half of the respondents used the words '·good," ·'great," or
"fantas tic." However, few respondents
were able co identify any parricular characteristic about UNF chat distinguished it
from oc her universities. After the generic
"good" response , the next most commonly

identified characteristic was "young" or
"growing," which was menrioned by about
6 percent of responclenrs. Among prospective students, almost 8 percenc said
UNF was "convenient" or "close," an opinion also shared by 11 percent of business
leaders.
When prompted with certain characteristics, respondents were more specific.
Nearly 65 percenr cited the quality of educational programs and more than one in
five noted the quality of the campus environment as being the qualities they think
of most often.
The same unclefi ned characreristics at
UNF were evident when respondents were
asked co pinpoint what positive feature
makes UNF different from other universities. About one-third cited its location
and 20 percenr did not know. In the
Daytona area almost 60 percent of respondenrs said they did not know.
There was no consistent answer when
asked co pinpoint a negative feature about
UNF. However, nearly 30 percenr of business leaders and 26 percent of al um ni ci reel
the lack of a broad range of graduate
programs.
Similarly, when asked whether they
recalled any specific program or deparrmenr at UNF that contributed co their
opinion, 57 percent did not recall any program. That percenrage increased co 72 per-

Matt Corrigan
cent in the Daytona area.
The quality of teaching was cited by
about half of all respondents when asked ro
identify rhe most important factor in considering whether or not they would attend
UNF. The price of tuition was cited by
only 15 percenr of prospective students,
while athletics was picked by little more
than l percent of respondents.
The Integrated Marketing Team will
use the survey as one rool in identifying
the most effective brand for the University
and pinpointing potenrial weaknesses. It
also will be used as a benchmark against
which future progress can be measured
after the University's brand initiative is
launched next year.

VIM Clinic
(Continued from pc1ge 7)
"My goal is for smdents to get training in this unique environment, not in the private world," Loriz said. "Ir's important that students learn first-hand abom the problems
with our health care system - that there are so many people out there who work hard and
still can't afford to pay for health insurance, and to see a doctor when they need to."
Students will also learn everything from records documentation to establishing a
bedside manner.
"When they finish here, hopefull y the studenrs will fee l very confident in being able
to examine a patient from head-co-roe," said Van Loock. "You may learn from a book
how to do something, bm when it comes down to dealing with people, it really depends
on getting some good hands-on experience."
"The clinical experiences you have in school are just so terribly important when you
get our," she continued. "It can make you or break you, as far as your preparation for
your nursing career in the real world. These students will really get a taste of the real
world here."
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Brady, Eileen
From:

UNF Update [webmaster@unf.edu]

Sent:

Thursday, August 18, 2005 2:42 PM

To:

Brady, Eileen

Subject: UNF Update, Special Edition (Part 2) for August 2005

University of North Florida
Greetings!
You have received a special edition of UNF Update, a monthly service of the University
of North Florida designed to keep members of the community up-to-date about news
and upcoming events on campus.

President Delaney Announces
UNF's New Brand and
Commitment
This morning President John A. Delaney
addressed a group of students, faculty, staff,
alumni and community members - and
unveiled UNF's new branding commitment.

UNF President John Delaney

"Over the past several months, we have
been trying to pinpoint what sets us apart
from other universities," Delaney said. "We
interviewed hundreds of current and former
students, faculty, staff and community
members. The research that we did led us to
our commitment that boils down to this:
Students are our first priority."
The message he shared with the crowd
gathered at Alumni Square was UNF's
unequivocal commitment:

UNF Cheerleaders pose with
Harriet the Osprey mascot.

8/ 19/2005

The University of North Florida recognizes
that every student is an individual, with
different goals, different learning styles and
different needs. UNF is committed to offering
each student an individualized educational
experience made possible by an engaged

UNF Update, Special Edition (Part 2) for August 2005

Page 2 of 2

faculty and dedicated staff. UNF's commitment to individualized attention includes
opportunities to participate in life-changing experiences, such as internships, study
abroad, off-campus programs and dynamic research projects.
"Each student is a unique individual, we are a unique University. We are focused on
teaching students and providing them with an individualized college experience,"
Delaney said. "Our tagline says it all: No one like you. No place like this."
As a symbol of the University's bold, new direction, UNF now has a new logo, which
was also unveiled at this morning's ceremony. The new logo was evident throughout
campus this morning - on colorful street banners lining the entrances to UNF, on the
larger- than- life banners hanging around Alumni Square, on T-shirts worn by
students, and on new merchandise in UNF's bookstore.
"The new logo that you are seeing on our campus signifies our commitment to
students," Delaney said. "The new sleek osprey is a symbol of a new direction here at
UNF."

University of North Florida
email: webmaster@unf.edu
phone: 904-620-2140
web: http://www.unf.edu
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The History - 2003 - 2004
The University of North Florida branding initiative started in November of
2003 when President John Delaney appointed members of an integrated
marketing team. The team quickly decided that the brand initiative would be
more than a just a graphic identity exercise and would be based on solid
research at its foundation. It also was decided that an agency of record would
be selected to become a partner with the University to assist in the initiative.
The team was divided into three working groups: the ITN (invitation to
negotiate) Group; the Branding & Research Group and the Planning Group.
The ITN Group extended an invitation to negotiate to more than two-dozen,
state and local public relations firms in February of 2004. In March the
responses were opened, and five firms were selected for negotiation. Three of
those companies were ultimately invited to make formal presentations to the
ITN Group in April. After additional negotiations, the Jacksonville firm of Husk
Jennings Galloway + Robinson was selected in May.
While the selection process was occurring, the Branding & Research Group
started work on a comprehensive identity survey. The Public Opinion Research
Lab at UNF was retained to conduct an extensive opinion survey. More than
2,000 telephone and mail surveys were conducted between May and July. The
survey included residents living in nine counties of the Jacksonville and Daytona
Beach metropolitan statistical area. The results of that survey were presented
to the Branding & Research Group in September.
The Branding & Research Group also began developing a series of broad brand
concepts. After developing five preliminary brand concepts, two "town
meetings" were conducted ion campus in April to obtain feedback from faculty
and staff. Subsequently, an on-line survey was posted to solicit opinions and
suggestions on the five brand concepts. More than 200 faculty, staff and
students answered the on-line survey.
The Branding & Research Group started working with Husk Jennings Galloway
Robinson to organize a series of focus groups. Husk Jennings Galloway +
Robinson further refined the branding concepts in preparation for the focus
groups. In September and October, nine focus groups were conducted
involving nearly 100 individuals. Three focus groups were conducted with
students and prospective students; two with alumni and parents; two with
business leaders, donors and media representatives; and two with faculty and
staff.

http: //www. unf. ed u/development/news/imt/history.html
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At the completion of the focus groups, Husk Jennings Galloway + Robinson
presented its recommendations to the Branding & Research Group. In
November, the group recommended a brand concept emphasizing
individualized attention. The recommendation was consistent with focus group
and survey findings indicating the strongest support for a student-centered
concept. The full Integrated Marketing Team approved the recommendations at
its November meeting, one year after the team's initial formation .
President Delaney accepted the recommendation of the Integrated Marketing
Team in February, 2005.

http ://www.unf.edu/development/news/imt/history.html
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Integrated Marketing Team
Universit of North Florida

Frequently Asked Questions
Q - What is a brand anyway?

A - It may be easier to first explain what a brand is not. It is not a logo,
although a logo is part of a brand. It is not a color scheme for publications and
web pages although colors are part of a brand. It is not a tag line or slogan
although such tools are used to convey a brand. Above all, a brand is a
promise. It represents a promise about who we are and what we do at UNF.
Q - So isn't a brand basically the mission statement for the University?

A - No. The two are quite different. Mission statements for a university are, by
their very nature, very broad and inclusive. Brand statements are designed to
find a single promise that is important, distinctive and believable to the
greatest number of target groups.
Q - So why do we need a brand?

A - We live in a competitive marketplace full of brands. Higher education is one
of those markets, which is becoming more competitive with each passing day.
For example, public universities nationally have lost market share to the forprofit sector. These businesses have relied on extensive marketing to attract
students to their services. In addition, competition remains intense for the best
and brightest students who have a variety of public and private institutions
from which to choose. To compete effectively with these and other institutions
in the marketplace, un iversities need to be more proactive in branding and
marketing themselves.
Q - Public universities already have very limited state resources. Why

should additional dollars be devoted to marketing and branding?
A - The object of enhancing branding and marketing is not to create another
expense center for the University. The object is to make it possible for the
Un iversity to be more competitive in the marketplace and in so doing generate
more resources for the institution. Improved recruitment capability and
enhanced fundraising potential are two of the major benefits that frequently
result from successfully executed branding programs.
Q - How long does it take to execute a successful branding program?

A - Building a brand does not happen overnight. It takes time and commitment
by the university. It is not a marketing program that can be followed for a year
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or two and then abandoned for something else. It may take decades to build a
brand depending on the resources that are available. The strength of the
original brand promise and the geographic area that is selected as a target also
greatly influence the success of a branding program.
Q - UNF has experienced steady enrollment growth and has been very
successful in fundraising. Doesn't the saying "if it's not broke, don't fix
it" apply here?

A - UNF has been very successful. That doesn't mean we can afford to become
complacent. Resources needed to operate a successful university are never
adequate to fund new initiatives in curriculum and student services. It is clear
that state support for higher education is not adequate alone to fund a
successful university. Universities must find ways to generate additional
resou rces, and a successful branding program is one way to accomplish that.
Q -What is UNF's brand?

A - Remembering that a brand is really a promise, UNF has decided to focus on
the individual attention it provides to students as being it greatest strength and
therefore its strongest promise.
Q - How did UNF reach this decision?

A - An Integrated Marketing Team was appointed by President Delaney in
November of 2003 . The first step was to begin extensive research. A working
group examined brand ing programs at other universities and compared them
w ith UNF's strategic plan. The group devised a series of three broad brand
concepts. Campus-wide forums and an on-line survey were then used to solicit
reaction to these concepts and suggestions for other concepts. More than 200
faculty, students and staff participated in the forums and survey. Ultimately five
broad brand concepts were created and turned over to UNF's agency of record,
the Jacksonville public relations firm of Husk Jennings Galloway + Robinson for
testing with focus groups.
Q - How was the agency selected?

A - A second working group was established to oversee a formal invitation to
negotiate procedure. The ITN Group, as it was called, drafted the criteria for
selection and then invited about two-dozen agencies to submit proposals. Five
agencies submitted proposals. After review of the proposals, the ITN Group
recommended three agencies to make presentations. Following the
presentations, the ITN Group then recommended Husk Jennings Galloway +
Robinson to be the University 's agency of record. The full Integrated Marketing
Team approved the recommendation as did President John Delaney.

Q - What groups were involved in the focus groups?
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A - Nine focus groups were conducted over a two-month period. Three focus
groups were conducted with students and prospective students; two with
alumni and parents; two with donors and business leaders and two with faculty
and staff. Participants were selected at random. Each focus group reviewed
possible brand concepts and possible logo designs.

Q - What did you learn from the focus groups?

A - All of the focus groups ranked highly a branding concept built on individual
attention to students. The two most highly rated brand statements were: "UNF
offers the resources of a large university and the individual attention of a small
college," and "UNF offers students the resources and the opportunities to be the
scholars of today and the leaders of tomorrow."
Q - Did the marketing team do any other research besides focus

groups?
A - Yes. The Integrated Marketing Team also contracted with the Public Opinion
Research Lab at UNF to do a comprehensive identity survey in the Jacksonville
and Daytona metropolitan areas covering 11 counties of Northeast Florida.
About 2,000 individuals were contacted as part of the survey.
Q - What was the primary thing you learned from the survey?

A - In the Jacksonville area, UNF has a generally positive but undefined image.
In the Daytona Beach area UNF is largely an unknown entity with little or no
name recognition.
Q - So if UNF has a positive image at least in Jacksonville, what more

can a branding program produce in terms of image?
A - Because UNF has a good but undefined image it is basically considered a
commodity in the higher education market of northeast Florida. In an
increasingly competitive marketplace, the last thing a university wants to be
viewed as is a commodity. Two primary factors are used by consumers in
selecting a commodity - price and convenience. A university with a brand
makes it possible to add another value to this equation and improves the
competitive position of the institution.
Q - If a brand is a promise, what exactly is UNF's promise?

A - Our brand promise:
The University of North Florida recognizes that every student is an individual,
with different goals, different learning styles and different needs. UNF is
committed to offering each student a highly individualized educational
experience made possible by an engaged faculty and opportunities for life-
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changing experiences such as internships, study abroad or off-campus
programs and dynamic research projects . At UNF students are our first priority.
Q - What do you base this promise on?
A - Our promise is based on the following positioning statement or brand
essence.
UNF knows how to create the right environment for learning: a customized
blend of rigorous academics, research and real world contact. Students are
expected to master their studies and take advantage of opportunities provided
for internships, study abroad, research and leadership training on and off the
campus. Faculty and staff are recruited not only for their teaching ability, but
for their personal commitment to work closely with students, sharing research,
mentoring and guiding them in classroom lessons and lessons in life. Through
carefully conceived partnerships with leading businesses and institutions,
students and faculty come to understand the needs of the world around them
and apply their skills, ideas and experience in challenging and practical ways to
make a real contribution to society.
At UNF, our collaborative culture means we're constantly pushing the bar and
embracing bright ideas. We're not afraid to challenge tradition, outdated
thinking or each other. Small-class size and robust interaction bring different
perspectives and ensures we are up-to-date, open-minded and, above all,
relevant - now and for generations to come.
Q - How will you measure whether or not your branding program is
successful?
A - A well-executed, long-term branding program should make direct marketing
more effective. In other words, the per-head cost of recruiting students should
eventually be reduced . The cost to raise a dollar should eventually decline.
Even the cost to sell a ticket to a special event should decrease . This is why
good brand marketing must work hand-in-hand with all university direct
marketing efforts to maximize the potential benefits.
Q - What is the biggest obstacle to an effective branding program?
A - A misunderstanding of the difference between branding and marketing is
the biggest obstacle to an effective program . That misunderstanding leads to
the assumption that the real costs of the initiative are associated with
marketing expenses. In reality, the real costs of the initiative are associated
with keeping the brand promise. The realization that those costs affect
institutional priorities is sometimes unexpected by top administrators. This
underscores the importance of coupling any branding program with the
institution's strategic plan.
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Integrated Marketing Team
Universit of North Florida

Integrated Marketing Team
Welcome to the web site of the UNF
Integrated Marketing Team. This site
will provide you with a history of the
branding and marketing initiative,
frequently asked questions, IMT
membership and recent stories about
integrated marketing both in UNF
publications and other publications.

UNF President Joh n Delaney is assisted
by student Golden Creavy to unveil the
University's new commitment during
ceremonies on Aug. 18.
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We appreciate your comments about
the information presented here. Any
questions may be directed to Dan
Dundon, Director of Marketing &
Publications, University of North
Florida, (904) 620-2142 or
ddundon @unf.edu.
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Integrated MArketing Team
Universit of North Florida

A New Look For UNF
To signify our new commitment, a new logo has been designed for use on
letterhead, business cards and banners. The University of North Florida is the
only university in the United States with an osprey for a mascot. This distinction
has been incorporated into the new logo. We welcome your comments. Send
comments to ddundon@unf.edu.

Small Format Logo

UN IVE.RSITYof
NORTH FLORIDA

Large Format Logo

UNIVERSITY of
NORTH FLORIDA
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Dear So-and-so
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Students come first at University of North Florida
John Delaney
Corres pondent

The University of North Florida is making an unequivocal commitment: Students are our
first priority.
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In making this commitment we
recognize that every UNF
student is an individual, with
different goals, different
learning styles and different
needs. We also pledge to offer
each student an educational
experience that meets their
individual needs, made possible
by an engaged faculty and
dedicated staff. These
educational experiences will
include increasing opportunities
for students to participate in lifechanging experiences such as
faculty-mentored research
projects, internships, and study
abroad programs.
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This commitment to our
students is not one we take
lightly, nor is it one that many
other universities can make. For
UNF it reaffirms and focuses
our attention on long-standing
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institutional values. It also
challenges us to build on and
enhance what we do best.

Like any good company with a business plan, in developing this commitment we started
with research, asking students, community leaders, alumni, faculty and staff what sets
UNF apart from other institutions. It became readily apparent that the characteristics they
most valued were a strong and committed faculty, individualized student attention and
hands-on and enriching learning experiences.
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These people saw UNF as an institution that could combine some of the best
characteristics of the large urban university with those of the smaller liberal arts college.
Because of our smaller class sizes, students at UNF have the opportunity to take classes
taught by senior professors who are helping to write today's research while getting to
know and interact with their students individually. We can also offer UNF students an
array of learning opportunities often unavailable on smaller campuses.
As in any business, making this commitment a reality requires an investment of our
resources. This year, UNF's board of trustees approved a budget that will lower our faculty
to student ratio to 20-to-1 by adding 36 faculty members. This budget will also lower our
adviser-student ratio, nearly doubling the number of freshmen and sophomore advisers,
and it funds implementation of the one-stop shop concept, putting a number of student
services under one roof to make them more accessible and student-focused.
In further support of our pledge, UNF's board of trustees allocated $200,000 to support
more transformational learning experiences for our students. And they invested an
additional $600,000 in merit and need-based scholarships, ensuring that we will continue
to recruit a more diverse and more talented student body.
Our expectations for the return on our investments are high. Northeast Florida can expect
a university that will serve as a major economic driver for the region.
The university can expect to become the school of choice for some of the brightest
students in Florida and beyond . And most importantly, UNF students can expect an
education that meets their individual needs and well prepares them to become the
intellectual, civic and cultural leaders of tomorrow.
All good universities attend to the needs of their students. At UNF this attention means
that each student is seen as an individual and offered the opportunity to develop their full
potential.

John Delan ey is president of the University of North Florida.
jacksonville@bizjournals.com I 396-3502
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Delaney tentatively accepts preliminary
brand recommendation

U

NF President John D elaney has
tentatively accepted the preliminary recommendation from the
Integrated Marketi ng Team to establish a
brand at the Unive rsity chat revo lves
around ind ividual attention and
transformat ional learn ing experiences
for students.
Delaney accepted the recom mendation fo llowing a presentation to him and
vice presidents by Tom Robinso n and
Melanie Husk of Husk J ennings Galloway
1- Robinson, the University's age ncy
of record.
In making the p resentation,
Robinson explained that focus gro ups and
other research have conclusively shown
that students and alumni place the highest value on the individual attention they
receive from faculty and the life-changing
experie nces they encounter at UNF.
··rn our focus gro ups, srudents and
alumn i repeatedly told us how the relation ships they formed with faculty were instrumental in their learning experience,"
Robinson said. "ln searching for a brand
that is distinctive, believable and relevant, it
is clear thar the experien ce UNF offers
through its faculty is the key to our
message. "
Focus gro ups were conducted with faculty and staff; alumni and parents; students
and prospective srudents; and donors and
business leaders.
Based on these results, the I nregrated
Marketing Team recommended a brand
promise rhat seeks to combi ne the basic elements of individualized at tention for st u-

To learn m ore about
the UN F Integrated
Marketing Team
and the answers to

Tom Robinson

dents while emphasizing transformational
learning experiences. These experiences were
defined as including imernships, domestic
and international study programs and participation in undergraduate research projects.
Robinson and TMT chair Dan Dundon
then conducted a series of one-on-one meetings with vice presidents, deans and selected
department directors to explain the proposed
brand and solicit suggestion for changes.
These changes were incorporated into a
revised brand statement that was tested
with a cross-section of students. T he results
showed that 80 percent of students surveyed
approved or strongly approved the proposed
brand statement.
The brand promise is:

The next step is to continue to seek
feedback from other University stakeholders
and target audiences. All original focus
group participants, both internal and ex ternal, wi ll be asked for feedback on the proposed brand.
These participants also will be asked to
review a proposed new logo for the
University and a rag line char reflects the
brand statement . The Inregrared Marketing
Team has already done extensive testing
with students on a variety of logo treatments and possible rag lines.
Robinson emphasized that the new
logo and tag line are designed to call attention to the brand promise. ''They are merely
symbolic of the deeper commitment that is
reflected in rhe brand promise," he said.
The P lanning Group, an IMT subcommittee, will oversee implementation of the
bra nd in coming momhs . Group chair
Steve Borowiec said a plan will be undertaken to engage the campus in a Universitywide buy-in campaign. "We have a major
job ahead of us not only to inform the
University community of the brand promise
but to encourage our faculty and staff to live
the brand promise in everything we do, "
he said .
The tentative timetable calls fo r the
information campaign to extend the next
four to six mont hs. The brand rollout is
scheduled for fal l semester.

Units wanting to schedule
a presentation by a

The University of North Florida recognizes
that ei1ery st11dent is an individ11al, with different goals, different learning styles and different
needs. UNF is committed to offering each st11de11t
a highly individualized educational experie11ce

representative of the
lntergrated Marketing Team
to explain the proposed
University brand to their

frequently
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Brady, Eileen
From:

Tuck, Barbara [btuck@unf.edu]

Sent:

Wednesday, May 04, 2005 10:10 AM

To:

All Library Employees

Subject: New UNF logo

Here is information about the new UNF logo and why it is changing .
First, many people outside UNF fail to recognize the outline of the state of Florida in our current logo until it is
brought to their attention . While we have become very accustomed to this clever use of typography it does not
say anything about UNF other than it is in the state of Florida . In addition we believe our current logo over
emphasizes the north in our geographic location and will be a limiting factor as we grow into a major regional
university in the southeast.
Second , using the osprey will give our logo much more visibility. The inscribed "N" is not easily discernable as
the state of Florida from a distance.
Third , few outside of UNF can identify an osprey as a bird . Yes, it is our mascot but it is not uncommon for
universities to be identified by their mascot. The University of Florida Gator is but one example. We are believed
to be the only university in the country with an osprey for a mascot. This gives us a degree of distinction that an
"N" does not. It also evokes strong images of an institution taking flight and soaring to new heights. In addition,
the osprey to be used in the new Athletics logo will be substantially different than the osprey in our University
logo.
Members of the Integrated Marketing Team and President Delaney have received many e-mails asking that the
bird in our new logo be made to look more like an osprey. Our agency of record has taken these comments into
consideration and made some minor modifications in the design . However, the intent of a logo is to create a
distinctive mark. Each step we take toward making the osprey more realistic lessens its impact as a distinctive
mark and therefore reduces its value as a logo .
We real ize that many of faculty and staff are attached to our existing logo. When the "N" was first introduced a
few years after the Un iversity opened, it too was roundly criticized by many on campus. There is a natural
tendency to stay with what is familiar and comfortable. We believe the new look symbolizes the new commitment
the University is making to students . It is a bold departure from what we have become accustomed to and we
believe is appropriate for the bold commitment we are making to our students .
The above is from the Marketing Team - of which I am a member.
This is from me - I love the new logos and the new tag line "No one like you. No place like this". I hope you will
too.
Barb

Barbara Tuck
Reference Librarian
Thomas G. Carpenter Library
Un iversity of North Florida
(904) 620-2616 or 620-1532
4567 St. Johns Bluff Rd. , South
Jacksonville, FL 32224-2645
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Media Relations & Events
Press Release , r: August 18, 2005
UNJi''s New Branding Commitment Makes Students First Priority
Contact: Joanna Norris, Assistant Director
Department of Media Relations and Events
(904) 620-2102

The University of North Florida is charting a new direction . President John A. Delaney
unveiled today a branding commitment and new logo to students, faculty, staff and the
community.
Through focus groups and extensive research, a branding concept was built on individual
attention to students. "Each student is a unique individual, we are a unique university. We
are focused on teaching students and providing them with an individualized college
experience," said Delaney. "Our tag line says it all: No one like you. No place like this."
The updated advertising tag line rolls out today in a brand-new print campaign, appearing
in various publications over the next few weeks.
The University' s new branding commitment: The University of North Florida recognizes
that every student is an individual, with different goals, different learning styles and
different needs. UNF is committed to offering each student an individualized educational
experience made possible by an engaged faculty and dedicated staff. UNF' s commitment to
individualized attention includes opportunities to participate in life-changing experiences
such as internships, study abroad, off-campus programs and dynamic research projects.
As a result ofUNF's commitment to students, funding for seven student advisors has been
approved, four of which are freshmen/sophomore student advisors, nearly doubling the
number of professionals available to help guide lower-division students. With the hiring of
36 new faculty, student/instructor ratios will also be reduced to 20-to- l, allowing professors
to give students the individualized attention they need to succeed.

Funding in the amount of $200,000 has also been allocated so students can have more
transformational learning experiences and individualized attention. For example, two UNF
professors recently took 19 students on an Amtrak trip across the country to study
anthropology and environmental science. Not only did this course receive national
attention, but students returned with a whole new outlook on life.
Additionally, UNF will also be one of the first universities in Florida to implement the
One-Stop Shop concept, where students can have questions answered or process routine
paperwork without being sent to several different offices. Another $200,000 has been set
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aside to implement this concept, which brings together financial aid, admissions, academic
advising and the registrar's office under one roof.
Transitioning from high school to college is one of the biggest adjustments students have to
make in their lives. This year, UNF instituted the Week of Welcome in order to make this
transition go smoothly for first-time college students. This is UNF' s official welcome to the
campus, providing academic and social programs for all incoming freshman. This week is
packed with workshops ranging from stress/time management to study skills to managing
student finances. By having students on the campus early, they are getting the time they
need to adjust, to find their way around, to get to know staff and to focus on their
education . Fall classes begin Monday.
The sleek new osprey unveiled today is a symbol of the University's bold promise to its
students. The latest logo is already visible on merchandise available at the campus
bookstore and will be even more evident as it's incorporated into the campus entrances at
Kernan, St. Johns Bluff and the north entrance. UNF has asked firms, art students and the
community to submit concepts, due by the end of this month, as part of a design
competition. A new athletics logo also features a more aggressive osprey.
-UNF-
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Brand rollout planning begins

M

embers of the Integrated
Marketing Team planning committee are preparing the rollouc
of the new UNF brand following President
Delaney's adoption of che IMT recommendations lase month.
Delaney announced ro the University
community char the brand, which represents a commitment ro individual attention
and transformational learning experiences,
would be adopted beginning with the fall
semester.
"UNF already has a solid crack record
of giving students the cype of individualized
attention that cannot be found at other

institutions. Ac UNF, students are our first
priority and if we remain true to chat commitment in everything we do, we will make
UNF an even better University than it is
today," he said.
To symbolize the new commitment,
the University is adopting a new look char
includes changing the current logo. A new
sec of Visual Identity Srandards governing
the use of the logo has been issued and will
be in effect for all printed and electronic
representations effective Aug. 1. The online
version of the guidelines can be found on
che intergrared marketing website.
Faculty and staff will soon be able to

order new business cards, letterhead and
envelopes through the online ordering system. All University units are encouraged to
use remaining supplies of existing stationery before ordering new materials.
There will be a one-year transition period
during which existing supplies can be used.
A rollout event is planned for Aug. 18
as part of the Week of Welcome activities
for new students on campus. More information will be distributed as derails are finalized.
For more information on the
Integrated Marketing Team visit
http: //www.unf.edu/development/news/imt/.

Reasons for the new UNF logo

F

ew issues can generate more discussion than a proposal to change a
logo. The Integrated Marketing
Team did not rake such a rask lightly.
After lengthy discussions a recommendation ro change the logo was made to
President Delaney.
Here are some of the reasons behind
char recommendation.
First, despite being used for many
years, a number of people outside UNF
fail to recognize the outline of the srare of
Florida in our current logo until it is
brought to their attention. While we have
become very accustomed to chis clever use
of typography, ic does nor say anything
about UNF ocher than che face char it is
located in che srare of Florida. In addition, we believe our current logo overemphasizes the "north " in our geographic
location and will be a limiting factor as
we grow into a major regional university
in che Southeast.
Second, using the osprey will give
our logo much more visibility. The
inscribed "N" is not easily discernable as
the scare of Florida from a disrance.
Third, few outside of UNF can identify an osprey as a bird. Yes, it is our mascot bur it is nor uncommon for universities to be identified by their mascots. The
University of Florida Gator is bur one
example. We are the only university in
the country with an osprey for a mascot.
This gives us a degree of distinction char
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Branding Timeline
June-August - Integrated Marketing
Team members and representatives of
Marketing & Publications available to all
campus units to make presentations about
branding and the new visual identity system.
Call 620-2142 to sec up an appointment.
June 1 - New Visual Identity Standards
cake effect.
June 1 - New online ordering system for
business cards, letterhead and envelopes will
be available. They will be distributed on campus after Aug. 1 (Nore: all existing materials
may be used until May 2006. All materials
produced afrer Aug. 1 muse follow the new
Visual Identity Standards).
Aug. 18 - Ceremony marking UNF's
new commitment and official unveiling of
new logo.

an "N" does nor. In addition, the osprey to
be used in the new Athletics logo will be
substantially different than the osprey in
our University logo.
Members of the Integrated Marketing
Team and President Delaney have received
many e-mails asking char the bird in our
new logo be made to look more like an
osprey. Our agency of record has taken
these comments into consideration and
made some minor modifications in the
design. However, the intent of a logo is to
create a distinctive mark. Each seep we
rake toward making the osprey more realistic lessens its impact as a distinctive
mark and therefore reduces its value as a
logo.
We realize that many faculty and staff
are attached to our existing logo. When
che "N" was first introduced a few years
after the University opened, it too was
criticized by many on campus. There is a
narural tendency to stay with what is
familiar and comfortable.
We believe the new look symbolizes
the new commitment the University is
making to students. Ir is a bold departure
from what we have become accustomed to,
and we believe it is appropriate for the
bold commitment we are making to our
students.
Dan Dundon
Chair
Integrated Marketing Team
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Find highlights and information about events
for freshmen move-in week, page 6.
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THIS WEEK
NEWS
Meet the Greek:
Yes, Tyler Young is the
new director of Greek affairs
for the university. Find out his
plans for the fraternities and
sororities on campus.
See GREEK. page 5

BRANDING

EXPRESSIONS

Warped '05, Cap'n:
If you weren't in town
Aug. 4 to catch the Warped
Tour, here's your chance to
catch the next-best thing:
snapshots and highlights of
band interviews.
See WARPED . page II

SPORTS
Having a ball of It:

.

Just in time for the start
soccer, get
step-by-step instructions on
how to get the most power
for your shot. Even if you're
not a soccer star, now you
can kick like one.
See SHOOTING. page 17

Branding campaign
aims to give school
new nationwide image

of regular-seqson

WEEKEND
WEATHER

Frtday

Saturday

Aug. 19
77/94
TSTRMS

Aug. 20
75/93

Sunday
Aug. 21
75/92

PTCLDY

PTCLDY

7-day forecast. page 5
SOURCE: NOAA
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BY DAVE STRUPP

rotrofi' IN o,/Elf
The University of No
as the school that puts s
a football team.
Florida school that doesn't
The university is launcimg a new branding campaign that aims to put a
ntity on itself ........, . .
identity that University
t John Delaney
he hoped will contrast
other state univ
look.
ties and give the school
Delaney will announ
branding
As part of
Aug. 18 at an unveiling
paign, UNF has adopted a
created logos for the univers
department and also created a
tagline - "No one like you. No place like this."
But UNF officials said the campaign was more than
just a new logo and look. Above all, it focuses on a commitment to attract students, faculty and staff to UNF
by way of the university's unique attributes, Delaney
said.
"University of Florida is a research university and
that's what it wants to be," Delaney said. "We wanted
to attract the students that were focused on learning.
We wanted to focus on teaching. Research and scholarship are still very much required of our faculty and
expected. But that intimacy with students was something we wanted to stress and promote as who we are.
We don't want to be the University of Florida."
Visually, the UNF image will shift away from the
"bumpy N," as Delaney called it, which was the former
logo that had the shape of Florida incorporated into
the "N." The new logo has a fresher look, Delaney said,
and will be more identifiable with UNF.
The branding campaign, spearheaded by the
Integrated Marketing Team, which Delaney appointed, has been ongoing for two years. Dan Dundon, chair
of the ITM and director of marketing and publications
at UNF, said the campaign started with extensive
research on public perception of the university.
A public opinion study of nearly 2,000 people in the
Northeast Florida region provided mixed results. The
team found that many knew little about UNF and for
what the university is known.
"The biggest response was, 'Well, you don't have a
football team,"' Dundon said. "We want to be known
for something other than not having a football team.
That really convinced me that we are basically a commodity among higher education. We are not a brand
and are not known for anything in particular."
The need for an image change at UNF was most
apparent for Delaney when he initially interviewed
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See LOGO, page 7
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The new
logo of the
University of
North Florida was
only part of the
branding campaign, but a part
that administrators hope will give
the university a
distinct image. ...._
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_______________________
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for the position of president, he said.
Having been in Jacksonville since 1972, he
said it was not until 2003, while he was
mayor of the city, that he realized the UNF
jazz program was one of the best in the
country.
"What that meant was that there wasn't
this brand being sold to the community in
terms of the quality of that program," he
said.
Delaney said he hoped the branding campaign would not only give the university a
new image, but help with fund raising, student and faculty recruitment, and campus
expansion.
"You want to use this as a tool: first to
define ourselves, but secondly to attract
quality students, attract quality faculty, to
attract dollars from donors, to be able to
invest in scholarships for students [and] to
be able to invest in salaries for faculty so we
can keep and lure quality faculty here to
benefit the students," Delaney said.
The branding campaign began in 2003
when the university marketing team contracted Tallahassee consultant group MGT
of America to investigate the public's opinion of UNE
MGT reported that UNF lacked a consistent message or theme. The consultant's
report coincided with Delaney's arrival to
the university; which accentuated the tone
for a much-needed change, Dundon said.

A T H L E T I C
l,T,...he_a..,.th.,..le-=-u=-c-s.,..lo_g_o_w-:i-::-11-:-b-e-u-=-n-ve:"'i;:le-:;d'A.:-u::g:. 718;;-::;d:-:ur::::in::-;g:c;P::::re:::s;;:idi;;e:;;-nt•J"o::'i'.h;;;n:-io'i:e~la;:;;n;;;e:;;-y;;;'s~p~u°Jbilili;;c-;;a~n;,no;;-;u-;;:n;;:c;errm;iienntt
of the new university branding campaign.

"I think he [Delaney] was a person who
knew firsthand from experiences [like the
Better Jacksonville Plan] the importance of
marketing for getting anything accomplished," Dundon said. "He was very supportive of us forming an Integrated
Marketing Team and starting down the road
to do this."
During the first of two phases of the
branding campaign, the university paid

'6-foot, God-fearing
Bush voter' mal<es
threatening phone call
July 23 - Obscene Telephone

Calls - A person contacted UPD
in reference to obscene phone

calls received at his quarters on
campus. Upon arrival, a UPD
officer was informed that the
complainant had found an
obscene message on his dorm
room answering machine. The
complainant saved the message,
which consisted of a male voice
with a Southern accent stating
that he had been calling the complainant three times a day without the complainant picking up.
The caller also stated that he
was a 6-foot, God-fearing Bush
voter - and that if the complainant failed to pick up when
he called again, he would "come
over and kick his ass." The complainant said he did not recognize the voice, nor did he know
of anyone angry with him. The
officer asked the complainant if
he had been in any political
debates recently that may have
incited anyone, but the complainant said no. The officer
made a recording of the tape
and placed it into Jacksonville
Sheriff's Office property. The
complainant was advised to save
and report any further obscene
calls of this sort to the police.
July 25 - Lost Property - A
physical facilities employee
reported his UNF parking decal
missing from his vehicle. The
employee stated that he had
parked his secured Chevrolet
pickup truck in Lot 10. Later
that afternoon, he returned to
his vehicle and noticed his UNF
parking decal missing. The
employee said the truck's doors
were secured and there were no
signs of forced entry. He
informed the officer that he
could not recall if the decal was
in his vehicle that morning. The
employee
was
given
a
victim/witness services guide.
July 25 - Grand Theft - A
UPD officer was dispatched to
the Arena in reference to a
report of theft. Upon arrival, the
officer met with the complainant, who stated that a laptop computer and digital camera

had been stolen over the weekend. The officer's investigation
revealed that the complainant
had left the laptop computer and
camera on his desk, and when
he returned to work three days
later the items were missing.
The complainant stated that he
had spoken with both of his coworkers, who said they had no
knowledge of the location of the
missing items. There were no
signs of forced entry; and a key
audit
conducted
on
the
Intellikey entrance to the office
turned up no discrepancies.
There are no witnesses or suspects at this time.
Aug.
2
Altered
Identification - While conducting a traffic stop, a UPD officer
pulled over a driver, who handed
the officer his driver's license
and proof of insurance. The officer ran the driver's name
through the system and was
informed that there was no
record of the person named on
the license. When confronted by
the officer, the driver said his
license had been suspended but
was since reinstated. The driver
could not provide any proof of
his claim, however, and was
taken into custody for driving
on a suspended license. The officer also found that the driver's
license showed a birth date of
March 9, 1982, but that the driver's correct birth date was
March 9, 1985, making him only
20 years of age. The driver's
vehicle was inventoried and
towed from the scene. The driver
was transported to the Duval
County jail without further incident.
Compiled by Dave Strupp

~

$69,000 to hire an agency to provide research
analysis, focus groups and the development
of the new visual identity of the university.
An estimated $50,000 will be spent on the
second phase, which will integrate the
brand into campus publications.
During Delaney's tenure as mayor of
Jacksonville, he created the Better
Jacksonville Plan - a $2.25 billion comprehensive
growth-management
plan

Jacksonville voters approved in 2000. Many
attribute BJP's success with voters to effective marketing, and Delaney said that same
tactic was essential to UNF's branding campaign.
"A part of my job is selling the University
of North Florida," Delaney said. "I give a
couple speeches a week just pitching UNE"
It seems the selling of UNF has been
effective, as the school raised a record $13.2
million last year. To measure the success of
the branding campaign, the university will
rely heavily on an endowment campaign
that marked a goal of $100 million by
February 2010.
"If we do that, that would be the quickest
any university without a medical school has
ever hit $100 million," Delaney said.
The endowment will be used for student
scholarships as well as professorships.
As the new logos for the university and
the athletics department are phased in
around campus, the disappearance of the
old logos won't be immediate.
University faculty and staff will be able
to use letterhead, business cards and other
stationary featuring the old logo until May
31, 2006, though stationary with the new
logo is in circulation.
A design competition is under way for
people to submit designs to be used for the
St. Johns Bluff Road, Kernan Boulevard
and north-entrance university signs.
E-mail Dave Strupp at spinnakereditor@yahoo.com.

Assistant professor
awarded in public
health nursing
Dr. Barbara Kruger, an
assistant professor of community and public health
nursing, has received the
2005 Outstanding Public
Health Nursing Leadership
Award from the Florida
Association of Public Health
Nurses Inc. Kruger was honored for her involvement in
redeveloping the nursing
undergraduate clinical practice curriculum as part of
University President John
Delaney's first flagship program, announced in July. The
program will provide money
to further faculty development, hire additional nurses,
award scholarships and
refine nursing preparedness.
Kruger also leads a group of
faculty and students in various Northeast Florida health
organizations,
including

Jacksonville
Children's
Commerce, the Northeast
Florida Chapter of the
American Red Cross and
Children's Medical Services.
In addition to her honor as an
outstanding public health
leader, Kruger was recognized as one of the 2005 Great
100 Nurses in Northeast
Florida and has received
awards of excellence from
the University of Florida and
the University of South
Florida.

Professor awarded in
teaching, technology
Dr. Dennis Holt, a professor of curriculum and
instruction, received the 2005

Award
for
Innovative
Excellence in Teaching and
Technology; presented by the
Center for the Advancement
of Teaching and Learning.
Holt's lectures require students to use electronic teaching portfolios to gather video
clips and work samples that
can be shared with other students, professors or employees. Holt has been a UNF professor since 1973, with a doctorate in music and teaching
from Ohio State University.
He has received a total $2 million from 12 grants for implementing educational excellence and reform, including
teacher testing and competency-based teacher education. Holt has also received
the Beacon Award and the
Teacher Education Program
Award and was recently honored by the Florida Music
Educators Association for 38
years of distinguished service to music education.
Compiled by Rachel Witkowski

"And how many
people do you know
that resemble micro..
organisms?"
- post by Justin Rand in Blackboard post
titfetj "Evolution vs. Creationism" on July 27
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Student- centered brand debuts at UNF
Anyone who has traveled to campus recently may have noticed
something different at UNF. In addition to thousands of students
attending fall classes and new buildings under construction, there is a
distinctive new look at the University.
Whether it's the brightly colored banners that line the entrances or a
new logo on sweatshirts and t-shirts in the bookstore, the change is
unmistakable.
But the visual changes the University has adopted with a new look
are only a small part of the unfolding story. The new logo symbolizes
a new commitment made to all UNF students.
Earlier this year, President John Delaney accepted the
recommendations of the University's Integrated Marketing Team to
adopt a student-centered brand for UNF. At first blush, a commitment
to students appears obvious for a university. But on closer scrutiny
the depth of the commitment distinguishes UNF from any other state
university in Florida.
The essence of UNF's commitment to students is captured in the
follow ing promise :
At the University of North Florida, students are our first priority .
UNF recognizes that every student is an individual, with different
goals, different learning styles and different needs. UNF is committed
to offering each student an individualized educational experience
made possible by an engaged faculty and dedicated staff. UNF's
commitment to individualized attention includes opportunities to
participate in life-changing experiences such as internships, study
abroad, off-campus programs and dynamic research projects.
This commitment is a bold statement for a University that has grown
rapidly in the last decade but has still managed to place an emphasis
on its students.
" UNF already has a solid track record of giving students the type of
individualized attention that cannot be found at other institutions,"
Delaney said in announcing the commitment. "At UNF, students are
our first priority and if we remain true to that commitment in
everything we do, we will make UNF an even better University than it
is today ."
That comm itment is evident in the recently approved budget for the
2005-06 fiscal year, which includes a number of projects to enhance
the student experience at UNF.
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A few examples:
. In an effort to improve the student/faculty ratio, 36 new faculty
positions will be added in the next 12 months. This will reduce the
FTE student/faculty ratio from 21 to 1 to 20 to 1 and bring total
faculty to about 470 positions. With these new positions, nearly 70
new faculty will have been added at UNF in the last two years . While
growing each year, President Delaney has indicated a desire to
further reduce the faculty-to-student ratio in future years .
. In an effort to improve the student/advisor ratio, five new positions
and two reallocated positions will be added to Academic Advising.
This will allow a 26 percent reduction in the student/advisor ratio .
. Transformational learning experiences, a main focus of UNF's
student commitment, will receive $200,000 in funding . These funds
will be placed in a pool and used to fund a variety of initiatives such
as increasing study abroad opportunites .
. An additional $400,000 in recurring funding for merit scholarships
has been included in the budget bringing to $800 ,000 the funding
devoted to this initiative. This will enhance UNF's ability to attract
more high-profile students to UNF. An additional $247 ,000 also is
being added for additional need-based scholarships .
. About $195,000 in recurring and non-recurring funding is being
devoted to the One Stop Shop. This innovative program in Enrollment
Services is designed to create one area where students can get
questions answered or process routine paperwork without being sent
to several different offices.
These changes were not undertaken because of the brand
commitment. The changes were in the planning stages before the
commitment was even approved and reflect UNF's long-standing
emphasis on students. The commitment embraces these programs
under a consistent message that resonates throughout the University.
The commitment was a year-long process that involved contact with
hundreds of students, alumni, and community representatives as well
as faculty and staff. It is a commitment that also coincides with a new
strategic plan for the University.
After President Delaney approved the formation of an Integrated
Marketing Team, it was decided that the initiative would be more
than a just a graphic identity exercise and would be based on solid
research at its foundation .
The team was divided into three working groups: the !TN (invitation
to negotiate) Group; the Branding & Research Group and the
Planning Group.
The !TN Group extended an invitation to negotiate to more than two
dozen, state and local public relations firms in February of 2004. In
March the responses were opened, and five firms were selected for
negotiation. Three of those companies were ultimately invited to
make formal presentations to the !TN Group in April. After additional
negotiations, the Jacksonville firm of Husk Jennings Galloway+
Robinson was selected as the agency of record .
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While the selection process was occurring, the Branding & Research
Group started work on a comprehensive identity survey. The Public
Opinion Research Lab at UNF was retained to conduct an extensive
opinion survey. More than 2,000 telephone and mail surveys were
conducted. The survey included residents living in nine counties of
the Jacksonville and Daytona Beach metropolitan statistical area.
The Branding & Research Group also began developing a series of
broad brand concepts. After developing five preliminary brand
concepts, two "town meetings" were conducted on campus to obtain
feedback from faculty and staff. Subsequently, an on-line survey was
posted to solicit opinions and suggestions on the five brand concepts.
More than 200 faculty, staff and students answered the on-line
survey.
The Branding & Research Group started working with Husk Jennings
Galloway + Robinson to organize a series of focus groups. The
agency further refined the branding concepts in preparation for the
focus groups. Nine focus groups were conducted involving nearly 100
individuals. Three focus groups were conducted with students and
prospective students; two with alumni and parents; two with business
leaders, donors and media representatives; and two with faculty and
staff.
At the completion of the focus groups, Husk Jennings Galloway +
Robinson presented its recommendations to the Branding & Research
Group. The group recommended a brand concept emphasizing
individualized attention and committing UNF to offering
transformational learning opportunities. The recommendation was
consistent with focus group and survey findings indicating the
strongest support for a student-centered concept.
President Delaney accepted the recommendation of the Integrated
Marketing Team in February, 2005. Shortly thereafter work started
on a rollout plan which culminated with a campus celebration on
August 18.
UNF is now involved in a transition period in which the familiar logo
with the giant "N" is being phased out. While the old logo may still be
visible on buildings and signs for some time to come, the new logo
will stand as a symbol of a university that makes students its top
priority.
That commitment is reflected in the UNF tagline :
"No One Like You. No Place Like This."
I Privacy I University of Nortti Florida I .Jacksonv1lle, f L 32224 - 264:, (904 )620 1000
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Visual Identity Standards

Transition Period
A transition period is being established to coordinate the changeover to the new Visual Identity. This will
allow for adequate time to create new materials to meet important deadlines and to deplete stocks of old
materials.
Transition from the old logo to the new logo and from the old Visual Identity Guidelines to the new Visual
Identity Standards will be governed according to the following principles and schedule.
The new logo and Visual Identity Standards must be used for any new materials being created
beginning May 31, 2005 and published or distributed beginning August 1, 2005 . Students arriving or
returning to campus in mid-August should be greeted with the new logo and Visual Identity in class
materials , publications, Web sites and the campus environment.

Exceptions to this will include printed pieces with a long life cycle , such as catalogs and view books that
are published annually for distribution prior to mid-August, 2005 .
Existing materials using the current logo and Visual Identity may be used through May 31 , 2006 , but not
after May 31 , 2006.

After May 31 , 2006 ,
no version of the
old UNF logo
shall be used under
any circumstance.
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Student-centered
brand unites UNF

a rou n campus

president's column

Environmental Center

Student-centered brand unites us

The UNF campus has always been an environmental o

While all good schools care about their students, the intensity of that focus and the level of commitment to providing

of .its natural attributes to sponsor an Environm.ental Ce

students with enriching learning opportunities are not the same for each institution.

the conu11unity.

Dear Alumni and Friends
of the University,

0

ver the past year, a group of
faculty and staff have been
eA7Jloring ideas for a new
University of North Florida branding initiative. (See page 4 in this issue of the
Jo11mal.) In developing plans for this initiative, the branding team looked at UNF
from a number of different perspectives:
What do current students and recent
graduates tell us about our impact on
their educational eA7Jeriences and their
lives;, What does our history tell us about
our institutional screngths,WJ1at directions have we set for our foture;, In askJohn A. Delaney
ing these questions the team was looking
President
for characteristics that would distingu ish
UNF from other universities. In examining the answers team members found a mm1ber of am-ibutes of which we are proud.
Recent graduates who were asked about the most
valuable elements of their academic careers at UNF frequently pointed to faculty mentors who had taken an
interest in them as individuals. They describe tl1e rigor and
content of the classes they took and specific learning
oppom,nities that afforded them enriching, real world
experiences. They told us tl1at they appreciated being a person ,vith a name and not just one of several hundred students in these classes.
When the branding team looked at both the history
of the University and our plans for the fonire tl1ey found
related qualities. Veteran faculty, staff, and alumni ofi:en
commented about a campus that has a history of studentcentered service. In examining fon,re directions, tean1
members looked at the University's Su-;itegic Plan, a plan
that places a clear emphasis on the individual student and
the quality of the education she or he receives. This plan
supports snung student-faculty relationships. It also calls for
tl1e University to pmvide each sn,dent \vith oppornmities
to engage in active learning experiences.
Implicit in tl1ese discoveries about UNF was tl1e realization that tl1e University's overarching commiunent has
been and must be meeting the needs of each individual
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sn1dent. T his sn,dent focus and the recognition of students'
unique individuality were evident in our history and are
cenw to our plans for tl1e fotu re.This student focus is also
the core of th e elements most valued by gi-;iduates and current sn1dents.
R ecognizing the inherent value of a conrnu011ent to
students, members of the branding team paused to ask
themselves w hether this was, in fact, a distinguishing characteristic. Upon closer analysis, tl1e team came to the conclusion that, wlule a11 good schools care about their students, the intensity of that focus is not tl1e same for each
instin1tion. For some, size and a nussion to seek stan1s as
research muversities preclude them fiu m offering smalJ
classes and fostering suung faculty-sn1dent connections at
the undergraduate and master's levels. For others, resources
prevent them from offering a variety oflear11ing
opportunities.
At UNF, not only do our size and our nussio n pernut
us to work witl1 sn,dents as individuals, we are also fo rn1nate eno ugh to have the human and capital resources to
offer these sn1dents an array of exciting and chalJenging
opportunities. We recognize that some students will thrive
o n a sm alJ liberal arts campus and others will find their
place on tl1e large research campus. But for tl1e student
w ho seeks individual artentio n and engagement with a faculty of researchers and scholars w hose primary focus is his
or her educational experience, the University of N orth
Florida is an1ong the best choices in the country.This is
w hat leads us to adopt a new branding initiative - one that
tells this story thm ugh a clearly stated comnuu11ent to our
students. In making our newly stated pronuse, we are reaffirnung UNF's lo ngstanding values and conrnutting the
resources needed to ensure that tlus pmnuse is made a reality each and every day.
Sincerely,

;·
.---...........
-
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John A. Delaney

A.lthough in its infa ncy, the Environmental Center
already is m ovin g forward with proj ects rangi ng fro m a
comprehensive namral resources inventory of campus to
plans for con1111muty partnerslups and student internships.
R ay Bowm an , a lo ngtim e UNF professor and
direc to r o f the ce nter, is clea r abo ut o ne issue - it w ill
not be an ad vocacy gro u p. It w ill be a reso urce
g roup. "We w ill no t be takin g positi ons o n controve rsial environmental issues," he sa id. " W e w ill
respo nd to th e pressing need fo r research re levant to
environm ental iss ues and help des ign tho ug htful solutions . W e wa nt to enco urage respo nsible stewa rdshi p
and help prepare th e next ge nerati o n of enviro nm entally literate leaders."
Bowm an isn't alone in this effort.The center has
atITTcted a cross-section of faculty and staff w ho share his
optinusm and vision w hi.le having distinctive eA7Jet1:ise in a
variety of fiel ds. "Perhaps our greatest strength is tl1at we are
governed by an executive board representing a11 five UNF
colleges," he said.
In tl1e pmcess of forming the center, Bowman has
obtained tl1e endorsements of each of tl1e deans of the five
colleges as well as Presidentjolrn Delaney.W ith tl1at kind of
backing, pmgress has been apparent on a number of fronts.
For example, team teaching and team research on tl1e
environment will occur next spring with a multidisciplimuy
appmach. For th e first time, two faculty members from different colleges may teach a single course. Botl1 faculty
members will be present at class sessions and ,vill frequently
participate togetl1er in classroom activities.
One of tl1e classes is likely to involve an environmental
crisis management simulation. In such a simulation - perhaps a maj or toxic spill on th e St. Johns R iver - students
will seek to resolve tl1e crisis tluu ugh mle-playing. Political
science sn1dents might examine pollution contml regulations, engin eering students nught research technologies to
confine and clean up the pollution and pre-law students
nught represent the EPA and tl1e city ofJacksonville, as well
as the owner of a hypothetical cargo vessel responsible for
spilling the toxic substance.
But the center's activities go far beyond tl1e classroom.
Perhaps one of the m ost ambitious
undertakings is to create the campus' nan1ra.l resources
inventory.Thmugh tl1e use of Geographic Information
System (GIS) technology and tl1e services of D r. David
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Student-centered brand
debuts at UNF
PHOTO\ BY IVON E MOUTELA

Anyone who has traveled to campus recently may have noticed something different at UNF.
In addition to thousands of students attending fall classes and new buildings under construction, there is a
distinctive new look at the University.
Whether it's the brightly colored banners lining
the entrances or a new logo on sweatshirts and Tshirts in the bookstore, the change is unmistakable.
But the visual changes the University has adopted with a new look are only a small part of the
unfolding story. The new logo symbolizes a new
commitment made to all UNF students.
Earlier this year, President John Delaney
accepted the recommendations of the
University's Integrated Marketing Team to
adopt a student-centered brand for UNF.
At first blush, a commitment to students
appears obvious for a university. But on
closer scrutiny the depth of the commitment distinguishes UNF from any
other state university in Florida.
The essence of UNF's commit-

ment to students is captured in the following
promise:
At the U11 iversity of North Florida, st11de11ts are 011r
first priority. UNF recog11izes that every st11de11t is a11 i11divid11al, 1/Jith d![fere11t goals, d![fere11t leami11g styles a11d differe11t 11eeds. UNF is co111111itted to ~fferi11,',!_ each st11de11t a11
i11divid11alized ed11catio11al experie11ce 111ade possible by a11
e11,',!_aged fawlty a11d dedicated staff UNF's co111111it111c11t to
i11divid11alized atte11tio11 i11c/11dcs opport1111itics to participate
i11 life-c/1a11gi11g experie11ces s11ch as i11temships, study
abroad, off-ca111pus progra111s a11d dy11a111ic research projects.
This commitment is a bold statement for a
University that has grown rapidly in the last decade
but has still managed to place an emphasis on its
students.
"UNF already has a solid track record of giving
students the type of individualized attention that

cannot be found at other institutions,"
Delaney said in announcing the comm_itment." At UNF, students are our first priority and if we remain true to that commitment in everything we do, we will
make UNF an even better University than
it is today."
That commitment is evident in the
recently approved budget for the 2005-06
fiscal year, which includes a number of
projects to enhance the student experience
at UNF.
A few examples:
• In an effort to improve the
student/faculty ratio, 36 new faculty position will be added in the next 12 months.
This will reduce the Full Time Enrolled
(FTE) student/faculty ratio from 21-to-1
to 20-to-1 and will bring total faculty to
about 470 positions. With these new positions, nearly 70 new faculty will have been
added at UNF in the last two years. While
the University is growing each year,
President Delaney has indicated a desire to
further reduce the faculty-to-student ratio
in future years.
• In an effort to improve the student/adviser ratio, five new positions and
two reallocated positions will be added to
Academic Advising. Th e will allow a 26
percent reduction in the student/adviser
ratio.
• Transformational learning experiences, a main focus of UN F's student
commitment, will receive $200,000 in
funding. These funds will be placed in a
pool and used to fund a variety of initia-
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ment to students is captured in the following
promise:
At the U11i11ersity of North Florida, st11de11ts are 011r
first priority. UNF recog11izes that e11ery st11de11t is a11 i11divid11al, with d!ffere11t goals, d!ffere11t leami11g styles a11d diff ere11t 11eeds. UNF is co111111itted to o.fferi11,(! eac/1 st11de11t a11
i11divid11aliz ed educational experie11ce 111ade possible by a11
e11gaged faculty a11d dedicated staff. UNF's co111111it111e11t to
i11di11id11aliz ed atte11tio11 i11c/11des opport1111ities to participate
i11 life-cha11ging experie11ces such as i11temships, study
abroad, ~ff-ca111p11s programs a11d dy11m11ic research projects.
This commitment is a bold statem ent for a
University that has grown rapidly in the last decade
but has still managed to place an emphasis on its
students.
"UNF already has a solid track record of giving
students the type of individualized attention chat

rgraduate

cannot be found at other institutions ,"
Delaney said in announcing the commitment." At UNF, students are our first priority and if we remain true to that commitment in everything we do, we will
make UNF an even better University than
it is today."
That commitment is evident in the
recently approved budget for the 2005-06
fiscal year, which includes a number of
projects to enhance the student experience
at UNF.
A few examples:
• In an effort to improve the
student/ faculty ratio, 36 new faculty position will be added in the next 12 months.
This will reduce the Full Time Enrolled
(FTE) student/ faculty ratio from 21-to-1
to 20-to-1 and will bring total faculty to
about 470 positions. With these new positions, nearly 70 new faculty will have been
added at UNF in the last two years. While
the University is growing each year,
President Delaney has indicated a desire to
further reduce the faculty-to-student ratio
in future years.
• In an effort to improve the student/ adviser ratio, five new positions and
two reallocated positions will be added to
Academic Advising. The will allow a 26
percent reduction in the student/ adviser
ratio.
• Transformational learning experiences, a main focus of UN F's student
commitment, will receive $200,000 in
funding. These funds will be placed in a
pool and used to fund a variety of initia-

tives such as increasing study abroad
opportunities.
• An additional $400,000 in recurring
funding for merit scholarships has been
included to the budget bringing to
$800,000 the funding devoted to this initiative. This will enhance UN F's ability to
attract more high-profile students to UNF.
An additional $247,000 also is being added
for additional need-based scholarships.

" AT UNF, STUDENTS ARE OUR
FIRST PRIORITY AND IF WE
REMAIN TRUE TO THAT COMMITMENT IN EVERYTHING WE DO,
WE WILL MAKE UNF AN EVEN BETTER UNIVERSITY THAN IT IS TODAY."
Presidmtjol111 A. Dela11ey
• About $195,000 in recurring and
non-recurring funding is being devoted to
the One Stop Shop. This innovative program in Enrollment Services is designed to
create one area where students can receive
answers to questions or process routine
paperwork without being sent to several
different offices.
These changes were not undertaken
because of the brand commitment. The
changes were in the planning stages before
the commitment was even approved and
reflect UNF's long-standing emphasis on
students. The comm_icment embraces these

programs under a consistent message that
resonates throughout the University.
The comm_itment was a year-lopg
process that involved contact with hundreds of students, alumni, and community
representatives as well as faculty and staff
It is a commitment that also coincides
with a new strategic plan for the
University.
After President Delaney approved the
formation of an Integrated Marketing
Team, it was decided that the initiative
would be more than a just a graphic identity exercise and would be based on solid
research at its foundation.
The team was divided into three
work_ing groups: the !TN (invitation to
negotiate) Group; the Branding and
Research Group and the Planning Group.
The !TN Group extended an invitation to negotiate to more than two dozen
state and local public relations firms in
February of 2004. In March the responses
were opened and five firms were selected
for negotiation. Three of those companies
were ultimately invited to make formal
presentations to the !TN Group in April.
After additional negotiations, the
Jacksonville firm of Husk Jennings
Galloway + Robinson was selected as the
agency of record.
While the selection process was
occurring, the Branding and Research
Group started work on a comprehensive
identity survey. The Public Opinion
Research Lab at UNF was retained to
Co11ti1111ed 011 page 6
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Academic Enrichment
personal touch for stu
ED ITOR'S NOTE: This is the.first in a continuing stori
UNF programs that excel in providing individualized atte
They illustrate why at UNF there is "No one like you. l'
UNF President John Delaney watches as student Golden Creavy unveils the University's brand commitment during a morning ceremony Aug. 18 (left);
Harriet, one of UNF's opsrey mascots, sits in the lap of UNF basketball player Riley Didion (center); Harriet leads cheerleaders 1n doing the UNF Swoop,
which imitates the flight of an osprey (right).

Students, faculty
benefit from new
brand
(Continued from page 5)
conduct an extensive opinion survey. More
than 2,000 telephone and mail surveys were
conducted. The survey included residents living in nine counties of the Jacksonville and
Daytona Beach metropolitan statistical area.
The
Branding and
Research Group
also began
developing a
series of broad
brand concepts. Afi:er
developing five

preliminary brand concepts, two "town
meetings" were conducted on campus to
obtain feedback from faculty and staff.
Subsequently, an online survey was posted to
solicit opinions and suggestions on the five
brand concepts. More than 200 faculty, staff and
students answered the online survey.
The Branding and Research Group started working with Husk Jennings Galloway +
Robinson to organize a series of focus groups.
The agency further refined the branding concepts in preparation for the focus groups. Nine
focus groups were conducted involving nearly
100 individuals.Three focus groups were conducted with students and prospective students;
two with alw1mi and parents; two witl1 business leaders, donors and media representatives;
and two with faculty and staff.
At the completion of the focus groups,
Husk Jennings Galloway+ Robinson presented its reconm1endations to the Branding and
Research Group. The group recommended a

brand concept emphasizing individualized
attention and committing UNF to offering
transformational learning opportunities.The
recommendation was consistent witl1 focus
group and survey findings indicating the
strongest support for a student-centered concept.
President Delaney accepted the recommendation of the Integrated Marketing Team
in February 2005. Shortly thereafter work started on a rollout plan which culminated with a
campus celebration on Aug. 18.
UNF is now involved in a transition period in which the fanuliar logo with the giant
"N" is being phased out.While the old logo
may still be visible on buildings and signs for
some time to come, the new logo will stand as
a symbol of a wuversity that makes students its
top priority.
That conunitment is reflected in the
UNF tagline: "No One Like You. No Place
Like This."

U

NF prides itself on the individual attention the Universit
offers its students. A few years ago, Dr. Mary Borg, direc
of the Undergraduate Academic Enrichment Program, p
vided one student with the ultimate in individual attention.
The student needed to take one course at UNF during the s1
mer to increase her competitiveness for a prestigious Gates
Cambridge Scholarship to study at Cambridge University in Engl:
There was a slight problem. The student didn't have the money to
stay in a dorm room.
Borg wasn't about to let a little thing like money stand in the
way of a student attending - tuition and fees paid - a renownec
university like Cambridge. She had an idea. "She lived in my hou:
for six weeks," Borg said. "I'm going to move heaven and earth fo1
these kids if they have the potential."The student paid for her rorn
and board by babysitting Borgs' children on Fridays.
While that was the first and last student Borg put up at her
home, the story illustrates the lengths she and her Undergraduate
Academic Enrichment Program are \villing to go to ensure qualifi
students get a crack at national and international scholarships.
The Undergraduate Academic Enrichment Program is an offih,
of the University Scholars Progran1, which was begoo, with Borg as
director, in 1995 by UNF president AcLun Herbert. The goal was to
UNF students with the application process for prestigious scholarshii:
Herbert didn't feel UNF students were getting their share of these
national and international scholarships.
Through the years, the Academic Enriclunent Program has evol
into something other than a place where sn1dents can get assistance ,
applications after Borg discovered wuversities were looking for stude1
with more than a high grade-point average. Borg said they were loo1
for well-rounded students.
With that in mind, the Undergraduate Acadenuc Enrichment
Prograni now offers several ways sn1dents can enhance their college
experience and make themselves more attractive to wuversities look.ii
to award scholarships. The University Scholars Honor Society, the
Undergraduate Research Program and the Great Decisions Program
three of these programs.
The Honors Society meets monthly to discuss current events,
debate public policy, listen to pronunent speakers and attend cultur.
events. Students in the Research Program conduct independent, sci
arly research with a faculty mentor. Borg said tlus progran1 is really
helpfi.tl for science students. The Great Decisions Program is an inte
national educational program that encourages discussion and debat(
among sn1dents.
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At UNF, students are our first priority.
The University of North Florida recognizes that every
student is an individual, with different goals, different
learning styles and different needs. UNF is committed to
offering each student an individualized educational
experience made possible by an engaged faculty and
dedicated staff. UNF' s commitment to individualized
attention includes opportunities to participate in lifechanging experiences such as internships, study abroad,
off-campus programs and dynamic research projects.
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UNF
UNF President John Delaney introduces the
University's new brand commitment during
a morning ceremony Aug. 18 on Alumni
Square.
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At UNF, students are our first priority.
The University of North Florida recognizes that every
student is an individual, with different goals, different
learning styles and different needs. UNF is committed to
offering each student an individualized educational
experience made possible by an engaged faculty and
dedicated staff. UNF's commitment to individualized
attention includes opportunities to participate in lifechanging experiences such as internships, study abroad,
off-campus programs and dynamic research projects.

Harriet,
one of
UNF's
osprey
mascots,
sits in the
lap of UNF
basketball
player
Riley
Didion.
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Student Colden Creavy helps President Delaney unveil UNF's new
student-focused commitment.
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Ca1111pus prepares for WOW and
brand announce1111ent

ugust will be a momentous and
fun-filled month at UNF.
When 2,300 first-year students
arrive on campus in a few weeks , they
will see a new look and will be invited
to participate in a variety of highenergy activities known collectively as
the Week of Welcome (WOW).
The new look will be evident on
everything from pole banners on campus to merchandise in the Bookstore.
The new logo, which prominently features the osprey, is intended to symbolize the new commitment UNF is
making to its students. UNF
President John Delaney will formally
announce the commitment during a
morning ceremony Aug. 18 in
Alumni Square near the UNF Bookstore. It
will culminate months of work by the
Integrated Marketing Team to develop a
central commitment or brand for the
University. President Delaney will commit
the University to enhanced individualized
attention and transformational learning
opportunities for all students.
Incoming students will be invited to
the brand announcement, but will also have

Lynn Hendricks, director
of Res idence Life and a WOW
organizer, said the five days are
crucial to a smooch transition.
"The WOW program aims to
reduce the stress of moving
from home and entering college
by allowing first-year students
the opportunity to orient themselves to the campus and the
surrounding community," she
said.
<
The WOW committee has
designed many activities to
~ promote social interaction by
E exposing students to campus
Students move into residence halls on campus.
clubs and organizations and by
inviting students to participate
a full schedule of activities available to chem in interactive activities sponsored by the
during the week. This is the inaugural year
faculty and staff of individual colleges.
for WOW, which is designed to introduce
Kris Dalton, another organizer of the
first-year students to UNF faculty and staff
event, said the program will also expose new
and to UNF campus programs, services and
students to the community through a numacttvtttes.
ber of parrnerships with area businesses. For
All first-year students living on campus example, several merchants at Sc. Johns
chis fall are required to move into their
Town Center have agreed to provide UNF
assigned rooms Aug. l 7, five days before the
students wearing WOW wristbands with
beginning of the fall semester.
(Continued on page 11)
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A lesson in branding.
After almost two years, nine focus groups exploring raw ideas, thousands of questionnaires refining them, serious vetting by an
Integrated Marketing Team and the ultimate commitment to a bold promise by the administration, a powerful brand for the
University of North Florida emerged: a highly individualized education made possible by a dedicated faculty that wants to teach,
small class sizes and transformational learning opportunities like study outside the classroom, work experiences and participation
in dynamic research studies. The agency's role wasn't so much about developing a visual identity system as it was about leading
a process to define and articulate what this University stands for and link that to what students - the primary "customer" - want
from their experience at UNF, rationally and emotionally.

Good business ideas can jump start sluggish sales, introduce a new product or reconnect you to a changed marketplace.
Better Business Ideas can have a more profound effect on your success. If your organization can profit from ideas that helped
guide not only UNF, but Maserati, Wrangler jeans, Mobil Oil, FMC Corp. and Selsun shampoo, among others, raise your hand.

Robinson
IC> 2006 Robinson Better Business Ideas

Join UNF President John A. Delaney
on

Thursday, August 18, 2005
9:30 a.m.
Alumni Square
(next to the UNF Bookstore)
for the announcement of our new commitment.
Please RSVP to (904)620-2100.
If inclement weather occurs, the event will be in the Fine Arts Center, Recital Hall.
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